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1. Introduction
Muscle satellite cells are tissue-specific stem cells in skeletal muscle that play central roles in
postnatal muscle growth and regeneration, and therefore are a potential source for cell
therapy for Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). However, to date, transplantation of
satellite cells-derived myoblasts in human has not been successful. To overcome the
limitations of transplantation of myoblasts, we need to better understand the molecular and
cellular regulation of satellite cells. In this chapter, we summarize recent advances in
satellite cell biology and its role in muscular dystrophies. Then we discuss the roles of the
muscle tissue microenvironments in muscle regeneration and muscular dystrophies. Recent
results emphasize that mutual interactions among myogenic cells, inflammatory cells, and
interstitial mesenchymal cells are important for successful muscle regeneration. The latter
two are versatile regulators of muscle regeneration. They promote muscle regeneration in
healthy muscle, but when muscle fibers fail to regenerate, they promote fibrosis and fatty
degeneration to ensure the continuity of the tissue. In the last part of this chapter, we discuss
strategies to generate new muscle stem cells from fibroblasts by transcription factormediated reprogramming.

2. Muscle satellite cells
Satellite cells are skeletal muscle-specific stem cells located between the muscle basal lamina
and myofibers in a quiescent and undifferentiated state (G0). Satellite cells were first
identified by electron microscopy by Mauro in 1961 (Mauro 1961). Ultrastructural data
suggests that 2-6% of all nuclei in humans are satellite cells (Schmalbruch & Hellhammer
1976). Satellite cells originate from somites or cranial mesoderm and differentiate into
Pax3+Pax7+ muscle progenitor cells, and then take the position of satellite cells (Gros et al
2005; Kassar-Duchossoy et al 2005; Relaix et al 2005). A recent paper, however,
demonstrated that all satellite cells (MyoD-negative) originate from MyoD-positive
progenitors (Kanisicak et al 2009), suggesting that satellite cells are derived from committed
myogenic progenitor cells.
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During postnatal development, satellite cells divide to provide new myonuclei to growing
muscle fibers (Moss & Leblond 1971), and then enter to an undifferentiated quiescent state
in adult skeletal muscle (Schultz et al 1978). In mice, vigorous muscle growth due to satellite
cell division is observed until three weeks after birth (White et al 2010). During this period,
the number of satellite cells decreases, and then it becomes constant for a long time to
maintain skeletal muscle homeostasis.
Skeletal muscle regeneration also depends absolutely on satellite cells. When muscle is
injured, satellite cells are activated, proliferate, and differentiate into myofibers, and a minor
subset self-renew (Figure 1). Their dysfunction is responsible for the loss of muscle mass in
muscular dystrophies or during aging. Although many studies indicate that stem cells,
which are distinct from satellite cells, contribute to the production of myofibers (Ferrari et al
1998; Fukada et al 2002; Gussoni et al 1999; LaBarge & Blau 2002), there is no doubt that
satellite cells are the physiological stem cells for skeletal muscle regeneration.

Satellite cells are in a quiescent state in uninjured adult muscle. On injury, satellite cells are activated by
mitotic stimuli, vigorously proliferate to reach sufficient cell numbers, and differentiate into myofibers
or fuse with pre-existing injured myofibers. A sub-set of cycling satellite cells remains uncommitted by
asymmetric division and return to quiescence (Kuang et al 2007). Or a subfraction of MyoD-positive
cycling satellite cells withdraw from the cell cycle and returns to the satellite cell niche (Kanisicak et al
2009). Genes up-regulated in quiescent satellite cells are shown as possible regulators of quiescence
(Fukada et al 2007).

Fig. 1. Activation, proliferation, differentiation, and self-renewal of satellite cells
2.1 Research tools
Markers: Satellite cells were originally identified by electronic microscopy as mononuclear
cells attached to myofibers, but the discovery of M-cadherin expression on satellite cells has
made it easier to identify them by light microscopy (Irintchev et al 1994). Pax7 is a marker of
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satellite cells and is also critical for satellite cell biogenesis, survival and potentially selfrenewal (Seale et al 2000). Thanks to an anti-Pax7 monoclonal antibody, which identifies
avian, rodent, and human satellite cells (Kawakami et al 1997), Pax7 has become the most
widely used marker of satellite cells. Other markers (including c-met, syndecan 3 and 4,
SM/C-2.6, integrin-7, calcitonin receptor, CD34, and CXCR4) have also been established to
identify satellite cells by microscopy and flow cytometry (summarized in (Boldrin et al
2010)).
Isolation: Flow cytometric and cell sorting techniques have greatly advanced stem cell
studies. Fukada et al. first reported the direct isolation of satellite cells from mouse muscle
using their newly developed rat monoclonal antibody, named SM/C-2.6 (Fukada et al 2004).
Since then, several groups have reported the purification of satellite cells using CD34,
syndecan 4, integrin-7 or CXCR4 (Boldrin et al 2010; Conboy et al 2010; Fukada et al 2004;
Fukada et al 2007; Montarras et al 2005; Sherwood et al 2004; Tanaka et al 2009). A singlefiber culture technique is also widely used for analysis of satellite cells (Rosenblatt et al
1995). In mouse extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscle, approximately five satellite cells
attach to one myofiber, and on isolation of fibers, they are spontaneously activated and
migrate from their own myofiber. It is considered that single-fiber culture maintains the
satellite cell ‘niche’ in in vitro condition (Collins et al 2005).
Genetic manipulation: Cre-loxP-mediated conditional inactivation of the genes makes it easy
to determine the roles of regulatory molecules in a cell of a specific lineage at a specific
developmental stage. The Cre-loxP-mediated lineage-tracing system is a powerful method
to determine the origins and fates of muscle progenitor cells. These newly established
research tools have accelerated research in satellite cell biology. In contrast to the mouse,
however, a limited number of markers are available for in situ detection of satellite cells in
human muscle, and human satellite cells are still isolated by the classical technique.
2.2 Activation, proliferation, differentiation, and self-renewal of satellite cells
Molecular regulators of the activation, proliferation, differentiation, and self-renewal of
muscle satellite cells, including paired-box transcription factor Pax7, MyoD families, Six
families, epigenetic regulators, or microRNAs, and numerous extracellular components are
currently being elucidated (Abou-Khalil et al 2009; Buckingham & Relaix 2007; Chen et al
2010; Crist et al 2009; Dey et al 2011; Dhawan & Rando 2005; Juan et al 2011; Kuang et al
2008; Kuang & Rudnicki 2008; Palacios et al 2010; Yajima et al 2010). Although these
molecules are studied mainly on mouse models, similar molecules are believed to regulate
human satellite cells.
Self-renewal of satellite cells with stem cell properties is an important process to maintain
the stem cell pool throughout life and is one of the main subjects of recent muscle biology
research, but it is largely unknown when and how satellite cells self-renew during the
regeneration process. Asymmetrical division is proposed to be among the mechanisms by
which satellite cells give rise to both stem cells and precursor cells (Conboy & Rando 2002;
Conboy et al 2007; Kuang et al 2008; Kuang et al 2007; Shinin et al 2006). It is also possible
that some of the activated/proliferating MyoD-positive satellite cells return to the ‘niche’ of
the satellite cells in a stochastic manner. Using MyoDiCre knockin mice and R26R-EYFP or
R26R-gal reporter mice, Kanisicak et al. reported that 99% of satellite cells in limb and body
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wall muscles originate from MyoD+ progenitors. Their findings suggest that committed
MyoD+ myoblasts can return to a dormant state by suppressing MyoD and up-regulating
Pax7 (Kanisicak et al 2009). This finding supports the stochastic model and explains well the
heterogeneity in myogenic potential within a satellite cell population. Satellite cell activity is
impaired in DMD, and how dystrophic environments perturb self-renewal of satellite cells
remains to be determined.
Satellite cell behavior is thought to be mainly regulated by the environment. Satellite
cells/myoblasts stop dividing just after the size of the regenerated fibers becomes
comparable to that of the uninjured muscle and differentiate into myofibers or begin to
return to quiescence (Fukada et al 2007; Shea et al 2010). The molecules that signal between
the microenvironment and satellite cells are currently being elucidated. Interestingly,
Ang1/Tie-2 signaling is such a candidate to regulate self-renewal of satellite cells by
controlling the return to quiescence of a subset of them (Abou-Khalil et al 2009).
2.3 Quiescence of satellite cells
Satellite cells are quiescent in uninjured adult muscle. Maintenance of quiescence is
important because disruption of cellular quiescence of stem cells leads to a loss of the stem
cell pool and impairs tissue repair, but the molecular regulations of satellite cell dormancy
are just beginning to be elucidated.
Pax7: Pax7 is highly expressed in quiescent satellite cells and over-expressed Pax7 promote a
return to quiescence through repression of MyoD and myogenin (Olguin & Olwin 2004;
Olguin et al 2007). Therefore, Pax7 is thought to be central to the maintenance of quiescence.
A recent study using a conditional gene inactivation system in mice showed that when Pax7
is inactivated in adult mice, mutant satellite cells can proliferate and reoccupy the
sublaminal niche (Lepper et al 2009). Lepper et al. further showed that Pax7 is required in
juveniles up to the point when progenitor cells make the transition to quiescence (Lepper et
al 2009).
Calcitonin/calcitonin receptor: Fukada et al. performed genome-wide gene expression analysis
of quiescent satellite cells freshly isolated from mouse muscle, and reported the molecular
signature of quiescent satellite cells (Fukada et al 2007). The authors newly identified genes
that are expressed specifically in quiescent satellite cells but down-regulated on activation
(including calcitonin receptor(CTR), Odz4, HeyL/Hesr3, MyoR, tribbles1, PKC theta, Rho H,
endothelin 3)(Figure 1), and demonstrated that calcitonin/calcitonin receptor signaling is
involved in the maintenance of quiescence of satellite cells (Fukada et al 2007).
Notch: Notch signaling plays a critical role in maintenance of quiescent satellite cells. The
hesr (hes-related, also known as hey/herp/hrt/gridlock/chf) families of bHLH transcriptional
repressor genes are the primary target of Notch signaling. Fukada at al. demonstrated that
genetic ablation of both Hesr1 and Hesr3 genes results in a loss of the satellite cell pool and
impairs muscle regeneration (Fukada et al., 2011). Intriguingly, satellite cells lacking both
Hesr1 and Hesr3 expression ectopically express a proliferation marker, MyoD, and a
differentiation marker, myogenin.
Sprouty1 (Spry1): Sprouty1 (Spry1) is a candidate molecule involved in the maintenance of
satellite cells. In contrast to Pax7 and Hesr1/Hesr3, however, Sprouty1 is not required for
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maintenance of the satellite cell pool in uninjured muscle, but it is indispensable for the
return to quiescence of the self-renewing satellite cells during repair (Abou-Khalil & Brack
2010; Shea et al 2010). Sprouty1 is a negative regulator of receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK)
signaling, which suggests that Sprouty1 plays a role in sensing growth factors within the
muscle and regulating satellite cell quiescence during muscle regeneration.
Signals from myofibers seem most important to induce cycling satellite cells to return to the
quiescent state and maintain them in the niche, because CTR-positive or Sprouty1-positive
satellite cells reappear only at a late stage of regeneration (Fukada et al 2007; Shea et al
2010). Interaction between myofibers and satellite cells through cadherins would be
required for the maintenance of the quiescent state of satellite cells. Although M-cadherinnull mice did not show any abnormality in skeletal growth and regeneration, the other
cadherin families are thought to compensate for the lack of M-cadherin-deficiency
(Hollnagel et al 2002).
2.4 Regulation of satellite cells by non-myogenic cells
Mesenchymal cells in skeletal muscle regulate muscle satellite cells. We previously reported
a novel side population subset: CD31(-)CD45(-) SP cells (Uezumi et al 2006). They are
resident in skeletal muscle and are activated and vigorously proliferate during muscle
regeneration. RT-PCR analysis suggested that CD31(-)CD45(-) SP cells are of mesenchymal
lineage, and differentiate into adipocytes, osteogenic cells, and muscle cells after specific
induction in vitro (Uezumi et al 2006). Motohashi et al. further showed by co-transplantation
experiments that CD31(-)CD45(-) SP cells promote proliferation and migration of grafted
myoblasts (Motohashi et al 2008). They also showed that CD31(-)CD45(-) SP cells produce a
variety of cytokines, cytokine receptors, extra-cellular matrix proteins, matrix met al
oproteinase families, and other wound healing-related molecules (Motohashi et al 2008).
More recently, Joe et al. identified bipotent fibro/adipogenic progenitor cells (FAPs) in
muscle. FAPs are CD31(-)CD45(-)7integrin(-) CD34(-)Sca1(+), and promote differentiation
of satellite cells (Joe et al 2010). Although we speculate that CD31(-)CD45(-) SP cells overlap
with FAPs, the relationship between them remains to be determined. Interestingly, these
studies suggest that mesenchymal progenitor cells themselves are also regulated by the
muscle environment.
Macrophages are also versatile regulators of muscle regeneration, exhibiting opposing
activities (pro- and anti-inflammatory effects) (Arnold et al 2007; Mann et al 2011; Segawa et
al 2008; Tidball & Villalta 2010; Vidal et al 2008; Villalta et al 2009). Possible interaction
among macrophages, mesenchymal progenitor cells, and myogenic cells are summarized in
Figure 2.

3. Satellite cells and Duchenne muscular dystrophy
Duchenne muscular dystrophy is caused by the absence of dystrophin and characterized by
progressive muscle weakness and chronic cycles of degeneration and regeneration of
skeletal muscle. Satellite cells and their progeny, myoblasts are thought to gradually lose
their proliferative and differentiative capacity, and be eventually exhausted in Duchenne
muscular dystrophy, due to repeated activation and proliferation and limited self-renewal
capacity (Blau et al 1983; Blau et al 1985; Heslop et al 2000). As a result, muscle regeneration
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In acute muscle injury, resident and infiltrating macrophages first secret pro-inflammatory
cytokines, express iNOS, and clear dead fibers by phagocytosis (M1), then release antiinflammatory cytokines and stimulate myogenesis and fiber growth (M2c: anti-inflammatory
macrophages ) (Mann et al 2011; Tidball & Villalta 2010). Mesenchymal progenitor cells are rapidly
activated, extensively proliferate, and promote proliferation, migration, and differentiation of
satellite cells, but almost completely vanish at the completion of myofiber regeneration. M2
macrophages produce pro-fibrotic molecules such as TGF- and stimulate mesenchymal cells to
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produce ECM components and ECM-remodeling factors. Successfully regenerated muscle fibers,
in turn, seem to calm activated macrophages and mesenchymal cells down.
In dystrophic muscle, macrophages continue to release pro-inflammatory cytokines. M2a
(alternatively activated) macrophages, which are usually associated with tissue repair, woundhealing and fibrosis, are reported to be abundant in fibrotic muscle of mdx mice, and proposed to
be involved in fibrosis development (Vidal et al 2008; Villalta et al 2009). In prolonged
inflammation, mesenchymal progenitors differentiate into adipocytes and fibroblastic cells, and
promote fatty infiltration and fibrosis. A recent study suggests that regenerated muscle fibers
directly inhibit this phenotypic conversion.

Fig. 2. Mutual regulations among macrophages, mesenchymal progenitor cells, and satellite
cells in muscle regeneration (model)
is impaired in the advanced state of the disease, and muscle tissue is gradually replaced by
adipose and fibrotic tissues. At this stage, gene therapy, exon-skipping therapy, and
pharmacological therapy are not effective. Importantly, recent studies show that poor or
aberrant muscular regeneration of the diseased muscle cannot be simply ascribed to the
exhaustion of satellite cells. Berg et al. recently reported that satellite cells from 10-monthold golden retriever muscular dystrophy dogs, which show severe phenotypes at this age,
show proliferation and differentiation potentials equivalent to those of wild-type littermates
in vitro (Berg et al 2011). The authors suggest that pathological changes in the muscle
environment rather than cell-intrinsic defects may be largely implicated in the eventual
failure of satellite cell efficacy in vivo. For example, prolonged inflammation in dystrophic
muscle exposes satellite cells to pro-fibrotic, pro-adipogenic cytokines, and suppresses the
myogenic function of satellite cells (reviewed in (Mann et al 2011; Tidball & Villalta 2010). In
the next session, we focus on satellite cells in dystrophic conditions, and review the cellular
origin of adipogenesis and fibrosis in disease environments. For direct effects of the gene
mutations on satellite cells in other muscular dystrophies, please refer to a recent review by
Morgan & Zammit (Morgan & Zammit 2010).
3.1 Fibrosis and adipocyte infiltration in DMD muscle
DMD muscle is characterized by chronic inflammation, endomysial fibrosis and adipocyte
infiltration (fatty degeneration). It is widely accepted that fibrosis and adipocyte infiltration
inhibit not only skeletal muscle function, but also myogenic activities of satellite cells,
thereby diminish the amount of target tissue available for therapeutic intervention.
Therefore, inhibition of fibrosis and adipogenesis is expected to attenuate DMD progression
and increase the success of new cell and gene-based therapies (Mann et al 2011). In fact,
many papers show that pharmacological inhibition of fibrosis in mdx mice ameliorates the
pathology in dystrophin-deficient cardiac and skeletal muscle (Bish et al 2011; Cohn et al
2007; Rafael-Fortney et al 2011; Taniguti et al 2011).
The cellular origin of fatty infiltration has been controversial. Previous studies suggested
that satellite cells transdifferentiate into adipocytes and/or fibroblastic cells in pathological
conditions. Li et al. reported that TGF-, a profibrotic cytokine, in skeletal muscle induces
the differentiation of C2C12 cells, a myogenic cell line, into fibrotic cells (Li et al 2004).
Alexakis et al. also indicated that collagen types I and III were expressed in primary
myoblasts derived from mouse satellite cells (Alexakis et al 2007). In contrast, Uezumi et al.
(Uezumi et al 2010) and Joe et al.(Joe et al 2010) demonstrated that platelet-derived growth
factor receptor alpha (PDGFR)-positive mesenchymal progenitors or muscle-resident
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fibro/adipogenic progenitor cells (FAPs) are distinct from satellite cells, and show a strong
predisposition towards the generation of adipocytes, and readily differentiate into adipocyte
under pathological environments.
Uezumi et al. further provide evidence suggesting that PDGFR+ mesenchymal progenitors
also contribute to fibrosis. The authors demonstrated that PDGFR+ cells, but not PDGFRcells produce fibrosis-related molecules in vivo after transplantation, and transforming
growth factor (TGF)-s, known as potent profibrotic cytokines, induce the expression of
fibrosis-related genes in PDGFR+ mesenchymal progenitors, but not in myogenic cells
(Uezumi et al 2011). Importantly, imatinib, an inhibitor of several tyrosine kinases including
c-abl, c-kit, and PDGFRs, was demonstrated to ameliorate dystrophic phenotypes in mdx
mice by suppressing the phosphorylation of PDGFR (Huang et al 2009). In addition,
constitutively active PDGFR-receptor knock-in mice exhibited systemic fibrosis including
skeletal muscle tissue (Olson & Soriano 2009). Because PDGFR is exclusively expressed in
mesenchymal progenitors in skeletal muscle, these results strongly suggest that PDGFR+
mesenchymal progenitors but not satellite cells contribute to connective tissue accumulation
in dystrophic muscle.
Mesenchymal progenitor cells never differentiate into adipocytes or produce fibrosis-related
molecules in healthy muscle. Why do they preferentially differentiate into collagenproducing fibroblasts or adipocyte in DMD muscle? One plausible explanation is prolonged
inflammation due to continuous degeneration/regeneration cycles of muscle and the
phenotypic change of macrophages (Mann et al 2011; Tidball & Villalta 2010). Although
macrophages promote muscle regeneration (Segawa et al 2008; Tidball & Villalta 2010),
macrophages in the advanced stage of mdx are reported to contribute to the development of
fibrosis and fatty degeneration by secreting pro-fibrotic and pro-adipogenic cytokines
(Mann et al 2011; Tidball & Villalta 2010).
3.2 Limited regenerative potential of human satellite cells
In Duchenne muscular dystrophy, dystrophin deficiency leads to progressive lethal skeletal
muscle degeneration. But, dystrophin deficiency does not recapitulate DMD in mice (mdx),
which show active regeneration of damaged muscle throughout life, a much milder
phenotype than DMD patients, and an almost normal life span.
Sacco et al. demonstrated that mdx mice lacking telomerase activity show shortened telomeres
in muscle cells and a severe dystrophic phenotype (Sacco et al 2010). Together with a previous
report of a 14-fold greater shortening of telomeres in DMD patients relative to healthy
individuals (Decary et al 2000), these studies suggest that a difference in the length of
telomeres between humans (5-15 kbs) and mice (>40 kbs) greatly explains the difference in
proliferative potential of muscle satellite cells between DMD patients and mdx mice.
On the other hand, Fukada et al. showed that the phenotype of mdx became much more
severe when mdx was crossed to with the DBA/2 strain (Fukada et al 2010). The mdx mouse
(C57BL/10-Dmdmdx), first described in 1984, arose in an inbred colony of C57BL/10 mice.
Importantly, the proliferation of DBA/2 satellite cells was inferior to that of C57BL/6 (a
widely used strain akin to C57BL/10) satellite cells, indicating that the properties of satellite
cells and mdx phenotypes greatly depend on the genetic background of the mice.
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4. Cell therapy for DMD
In 1989, Partridge et al. demonstrated that transplantation of normal myoblasts restores
dystrophin in dystrophin-deficient mdx mice (Partridge et al 1989). In spite of this success,
the subsequent myoblast transplantation performed on DMD boys was unsuccessful (Law et
al 1992; Mendell et al 1995; Tremblay et al 1993). In this section, we discuss the problems of
myoblast-transplantation and other cell sources for cell therapy of DMD.
4.1 Myoblasts transplantation therapy (MTT)
Myoblasts transplantation therapy (MTT) for DMD was tried in the early 90’s, but the
results were disappointing (Law et al 1992; Mendell et al 1995; Tremblay et al 1993).
Although the high-density myoblast transplantation recently performed by Tremblay’s team
in Canada is promising in some aspects, the effects are still local due to the limited
migration and poor survival of grafted cells (Mouly et al 2005; Skuk & Tremblay 2011). In
addition, expansion in vitro is shown to gradually reduce the regenerative activity of satellite
cells (Ikemoto et al 2007; Montarras et al 2005). This is probably because satellite cells have
limited proliferative capacities, which are exhausted by expansion in culture. However,
currently used culture conditions might simply be inappropriate for the expansion of
satellite cells because satellite cells in their niche robustly regenerate injured muscle (Collins
et al 2005). Recently, Gilbert et al. pointed out the importance of substrate elasticity in
culture (Gilbert et al 2010). When satellite cells were cultured on soft hydrogel substrates
that mimic the elasticity of in vivo muscle, the cultured cells contributed more extensively to
muscle regeneration, indicating that the culture system has much room for improvement.
Myoblast transfer therapy is expected to restore muscle function in relatively localized
muscle diseases such as oculo-pharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD), by using
autologous myoblasts from relatively spared patient muscles (Mouly et al 2005).
4.2 Making satellite cells from non-myogenic cells by reprogramming

If myogenic cells can be efficiently induced from patient-derived pluripotent stem cells (iPS cells), these
cells are candidate sources for cell therapy of muscular dystrophies. On the other hand, direct
reprogramming using transcription factors has been reported to successfully convert fibroblasts into
clinically relevant cells (neurons, cardiocytes, hepatocytes, chondrocytes, etc). MyoD is a master
regulator of myogenesis, but not sufficient to generate myogenic stem cells with high proliferative
potential. OKSM: Oct4, Klf4, Sox2 and c-Myc.

Fig. 3. New cell sources for cell therapy of muscular dystrophies
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4.3 New cell source for cell therapy of DMD
It is difficult to prepare a large quantity of satellite cells from a donor. In addition, expansion of
satellite cells in vitro reduces the regenerative activity (Ikemoto et al 2007; Montarras et al
2005). Mesoangioblasts or muscle-derived stem cells (MDSC) are multi-potent stem cells
distinct from satellite cells that have been demonstrated to be highly proliferative and able to
be delivered to the musculature of the whole body. However, the number of cells, as starting
materials, required to restore dystrophin expression in cardiac and respiratory muscle and
improve performance of DMD patients remains to be determined in clinical trials. On the other
hand, transcription factor-mediated reprogramming of somatic cells into myogenic cells is
now being vigorously investigated, and is expected to be a feasible technique in the near
future. Two different strategies are proposed to generate myogenic cells from somatic cells
(Figure 3). One is to reprogram somatic cells of patients into pluripotent stem cells (iPS cells)
using Yamanaka factors, and then induce them to differentiate into transplantable myogenic
cells. The other strategy is to directly induce fibroblasts to differentiate into myogenic cells
without first passing the cells through a pluripotent state.
4.3.1 Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS cells)
In 2006, Takahashi and Yamanaka reported that only four factors (Oct4, Klf4, Sox2, and cMyc, are sufficient to reprogram somatic cells into embryoni stem (ES) cell-like pluripotent
stem cells (Takahashi & Yamanaka 2006). The induced cells are called induced pluripotent
cells (iPS cells). The next year, the same group and Thompson’s group reported the
establishment of human iPS cells from skin fibroblasts using slightly different sets of
reprogramming factors (Takahashi et al 2007; Yu et al 2007). This technique is
groundbreaking, because it enables us to obtain patient-specific iPS cells with pluripotency.
Muscular dystrophy patient-specific iPS cells were first reported by Park et al. (Park et al
2008). iPS cells derived from the patients showed human ES-like properties, and therefore
may be a promising cell source for cell therapy. If myogenic stem cells can be constantly
induced from iPS cells, there will be no limitation in the number of the cells for
transplantation. In addition, although a controversial report of immunogenicity appeared
recently (Zhao et al 2011), autologous iPS cells are expected to produce tissue-specific stem
/progenitor cells that evoke no immune reaction in the host.
4.3.2 Muscle differentiation of ES/iPS cells
The success of iPS cell-based therapy for DMD depends on the efficiency of induction of
myogenic progenitor cells from iPS cells. Pax3 and Pax7 have been shown to be a powerful
way to derive transplantable myogenic cells from mouse ES cells (Darabi et al 2008; Darabi
et al 2011). However, for a clinical trial, integration of viral vectors into the host genome is
not desirable. One possibility to avoid the use of viral vectors is to replace Pax3 or Pax7
activity with small bioactive molecules. Purification of myogenic cells from differentiating
iPS culture is also important for safe cell transplantation because a culture contains both
differentiated and undifferentiated cells. Contamination with undifferentiated cells can
cause tumor formation in the host. A research group at Kyoto University described a
strategy to sort myogenic cells from differentiating mouse ES cells (Chang et al 2009) or
mouse iPS cells (Mizuno et al 2010). The authors cultured embryoid bodies in muscle
differentiation medium (10% fetal bovine serum and 5% horse serum in DMEM) for six days
and then plated them on Matrigel, and sorted SM/C-2.6-positive cells by FACS before cell
transplantation. SM/C-2.6 is a rat monoclonal antibody useful to isolate satellite cells from
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mouse muscle (Fukada et al 2004). Not all SM/C-2.6-positive cells are myogenic, but the
fraction is enriched in myogenic stem cells. Both strategies are promising, but human ES/iPS
cells respond to the differentiation signal differently from their mouse equivalents. In addition,
human ES/iPS cells differentiate more slowly than their mouse counterparts. In fact, the
myogenic differentiation protocol described by Chang et al. for mouse ES/iPS cells was not
efficient for human iPS cells (data not shown), and the condition need to be further explored.
4.3.3 Direct reprogramming of fibroblasts by myogenic transcription factors
iPS technology stimulated researchers to seek an appropriate combination of transcriptional
factors to reprogram somatic cells into therapeutically relevant cell types in vitro and in vivo
(Hiramatsu et al 2011; Ieda et al 2010; Sekiya & Suzuki 2011; Szabo et al 2010; Vierbuchen et
al 2010). However, we already know how to induce myogenic cells from fibroblasts. In 1989,
Weintraub and colleagues demonstrated that MyoD is sufficient to convert fibroblasts and
numerous other cell types into skeletal muscle (Weintraub et al 1989). This was the first
example of transcription factor-based reprogramming of the cell, but this technology has not
been successfully applied to regenerative medicine. Recently, Kimura et al. reported that
MyoD mediated conversion of fibroblasts in situ (Kimura et al 2008). The authors first
introduced a tamoxifen-inducible MyoD expression cassette together with a muscle
promoter-derived dystrophin expression cassette into mdx-derived fibroblasts, and then
transplanted them into mdx muscle. Injection of tamoxifen into the mdx mice resulted in the
appearance of dystrophin-positive myofibers in transplanted muscle, but many of them
were small and clustered in the interstitial space. Pax3, Pax7 and their co-factors are also
candidate transcription factors to reprogram fibroblasts into highly proliferative,
systemically transplantable stem cells.

5. Conclusion
Satellite cells are skeletal muscle-specific stem cells involved in muscle growth and
regeneration. Their dysfunctions are reported in several pathological conditions. Recent
studies emphasize that, in addition to exhaustion of satellite cells, the microenvironment
greatly influences satellite cell behaviors. Therefore both satellite cells and their
microenvironment are targets of regenerative medicine. Satellite cells are also expected to be a
source for cell transplantation therapy, but preparation of viable satellite cells from donors in a
large quantity is not realistic. To overcome this limitation, the transcription factor-mediated
reprogramming technique is now in the spotlight. MyoD was the first direct reprogramming
factor discovered. However, it is not sufficient to generate high-quality myogenic cells from
fibroblasts. To overcome this problem, we must fully understand the molecular and cellular
regulation of satellite cells. Fortunately, we are now starting to do this.
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